The tour included five IEEE CommSoc Distinguished Lectures as follows. One of them was also a keynote speech:

1. **Distinguished Lecture of the IEEE Communications Society**, 'IoT: A pervasive technology for innovation,' IEEE Kerala Chapter, Cochin University of Science and Technology, Cochin, Kerala, India, 26 Sept. 2016.


Participants and organizers:

3. **Distinguished Lecture of the IEEE Communications Society**, 'IoT: A pervasive technology for innovation,' 27 September 2016 Tuesday at 5.00 PM, National Institute of Technology, Calicut, Kerala, India, IEEE Communications Society Kerala Chapter and IEEE Malabar Subsection.

Participants, DL and recognition:

In addition to the DLs, in response to the invitation of the local organizers and others in local technical communities, I also made **five additional presentations (two advanced research seminars and three technical seminars)** during this tour. They were held at:

- Jadavpur University, Kolkata (09/28)
- Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur (10/01)
- University of Moratuwa, Sri Lanka (10/05)
- Institute of Engineers Sri Lanka, Colombo (10/05)
- National Engineering Research & Development Center, Ja-Ela (10/05).

These were not sponsored by IEEE local chapters, but received significant participation of IEEE members and students. The total participation at these DLs and seminars exceeded six hundred. I also got the opportunity to interact with a large number of practicing engineers, researchers, graduate students and undergraduate students.

**Contacts:**
Kerala Chapter - Senthilkumar K B - kbsenthilkumar@ieee.org
Kolkata Chapter - Iti Saha Misra - itisahamisra@yahoo.co.in
Kharagpur - Alok Kanti Deb - alokkanti@ee.iitkgp.ernet.in
DL: Anura Jayasumana anura.jayasumana@colostate.edu